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Abstract
We provide translations between process algebra and systems of chemical reactions. We show that
the translations preserve discrete-state (stochastic) and continuous-state (concentration) semantics,
and in particular that the continuous-state semantics of processes corresponds to the differential
equations of chemistry based on the law of mass action. The novel semantics of processes so obtained equates processes that have the same state occupation dynamics, but that may have different
interaction interfaces.

1 Introduction
We study stochastic interacting processes: a simple compositional model of stochastic systems, with a
natural semantics in terms of continuous time Markov chains. These interacting processes can be
translated by an intuitive procedure into a set of chemical reactions from which a continuous semantics can be extracted in the form of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Such a translation establishes a precise connection between process algebra models of biochemical systems, and more traditional models based on chemistry and ODEs.
@r
Process algebra interactions are at first sight
: A r A’
A
A’

richer than chemical interaction, so it is not immediately clear that the ODEs extracted from the chem?a
A
A’
ical translation faithfully represent the behavior of
a: A+B r A’+B’
!a
the processes according to the processes’ own seB
B’
(a@r)

mantics. The correspondence is fairly obvious when
the process interactions are detangled, meaning when
A
?a
!a
each interaction channel has exactly one source of
a: A+A 2r A’+A‛
inputs and one source of outputs. Then, each interacA’
A‛
(a@r)

tion channel corresponds exactly to a chemical reaction between two chemical species, and in fact the
Figure 1 Automata and chemistry
translation from chemistry back to processes produces detangled systems. In general, though, process interactions can be entangled, meaning that there
can be many sources of inputs and outputs on each channel. This is a convenient feature that supports
compact ways of organizing models: its effectiveness is indicated by the fact that detangled system
can be N2 bigger than corresponding entangled systems. In this paper we show that these more general process models are still faithful: both the Markov and ODE dynamics of the chemical reactions extracted from process models match the intrinsic dynamics of the processes themselves.
A simple example can illustrate the potential problem with such a correspondence. In this introduction we limit our discussion to automata, which are those processes that do not ‚split‛ dynamically
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into more processes, and that can be conveniently drawn as transition diagrams. (Automata are not
sufficient to model all of chemistry, however, because a molecule can split into two.) In Figure 1 we
have three basic situations and their chemical interpretation as changes in molecule numbers [23][24].
In Figure 1.I, an automaton in state A can move to state A’ at a specified rate r, by a spontaneous
delay transition @r. The ‚chemical‛ interpretation is a unary reaction ArA’ (the intended sense of
‚chemical reaction‛ is discussed in Section 3). In a population of such automata, each transition
decrements the number of automata in state A, and increments the number of automata in state A’.
In Figure 1.II, we have two species of automata:
!a
a: A+B r A+B’
the ones in state A can perform an input ?a on a
A
a: A+C r A+C’
channel a, and move to state A’, provided that each
?a
can coordinate its transition with another automaton
B
B’
in state B that at the same time performs an output !a
?a
on the same channel a, to move to state B’. Each
C
C’
(a@r)
channel has a fixed associated rate, a@r. The coordinated transitions between a pair of automata models
Figure 2 Two reactions on one channel
the collision between a pair of molecules resulting in
a chemical reaction; therefore the chemical interpretation is A+BrA’+B’. In a population of automata,
each such reaction results in decrementing the number of automata in states A and B, and incrementing the number of those in states A’ and B’.
In Figure 1.III, we have the situation where an
!b
!c
b: A+B r A+B’
automaton in state A can choose to either perform an
A
c: A+C r A+C’
input ?a and move to A’, or an output !a and move to
A‛. One lone automaton can do nothing, but if we
?b
B
B’
have two such automata, they can interact, one mov?c
(b@r)
ing to state A’ and the other to state A‛ (in two possC
C’
(c@r)
ible symmetric ways, hence the reaction rate is
doubled).
The
chemical
interpretation
is
Figure 3 Two reactions on two channels
A+A2rA’+A‛.
Finally, note that in Figure 1 the chemical reactions are tagged by the name of the channel on
which the corresponding interaction happens (or by  for delays); it is tempting to think of the name of
the channel as identifying the chemical reaction: automata interacting on multiple channels would be
involved in multiple reactions.
So far so good: these examples are representative of the complete endeavor of translating automata to chemistry. Apart from reactions that ‚split‛ molecules, we can also see intuitively how we can
go back from chemistry to automata: the chemical species become automata states, and chemical reactions become either delay transitions, or binary interactions on a channel (using the name of the reaction as the name of the channel), which move automata from one state to another.
!a
!b
But now consider the automata in Figure 2, and
B s A
!a
the two corresponding chemical reactions derived by
A+B r A+A
A
A
observing the state transitions that happen as a result
A+A 2r A+B
of input/output interactions. Both reactions naively
?a @s ?a
?a @s ?b
get the same name, because they both result from
interactions on channel a. So, how would we go back
(a@r)
B (a@r)
B
from reactions to automata in this case? The names
(b@r)
of chemical reactions should make no difference to
Figure 4 Same chemistry
their dynamics, so let us give them different names
b,c. Translating backward to automata, we now get the automata in Figure 3, which are not the ones
we started from. Or, conversely, if we start from the different automata in Figure 3 we get the same
chemical reactions as in Figure 2, although named differently.
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The worrying issue is then the following. We have two apparently different sets of automata,
with different interaction interfaces (a vs. b,c) that produce the same chemistry. Chemistry prescribes
the rate at which numbers of molecules change over time. So, those two sets of automata should be
equivalent at least in terms of the rate at which the occupations of automata states change over time.
Now, is that true? If not, we could have little confidence that process-based models of biochemical
systems yield the expected results. If the previous example is not sufficiently worrisome, consider the
two automata in Figure 4, entangled on the left and detangled on the right. They induce the same set
of chemical reactions, but it is not obvious that as populations they have the same rate behavior.
In this paper we show that, yes, all processes re: B s A
!a
sulting in the same chemistry are equivalent, accorda: A+B r A+A
A
ing to the intrinsic rate semantics of the processes
b: A+A r B+B
themselves. Furthermore, we are able to compare
?a @s ?b !b
processes that do not have the same chemistry: the
(a@r)
automaton in Figure 5 (note: b@r/2), as we shall see,
B
(b@r/2)
has the same rate behavior as those in Figure 4. In
this case, the induced chemical reactions are differFigure 5 Rate equivalent to Figure 4
ent, but when computing the respective chemical
rate equations, those reactions turn out to be trivially equivalent. By using our main results, we eventually show that any automaton has a rate-equivalent detangled automaton, which can be N2 bigger.
Since detangled automata are in simple correspondence with systems of reactions, it follows that automata can in general be N2 more compact in representing chemical systems.
S: 4.4, 4.5
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we inODE
ODE
troduce syntax for stochastic processes and for chemical
S:
4.1
reactions, and we show how to translate from one to the
S: 4.3
Continuous
other. In Section 3 we give the stochastic semantics of
Chemistry
process and the stochastic semantics of chemical reactions,
Process
S: 4.2
S: 2.4
both as continuous time Markov chains, and we show that
Algebra
Discrete
they are equivalent under the translations. In Section 4 we
S: 3.2
Chemistry S: 2.3
first give the interpretation of chemical reactions in terms of
S: 3.3
Ordinary Differential Equations (by the law of mass action).
CTMC
CTMC
That is standard, but it is subtly different from the stochastic
S: 3.4, 3.5
semantics of chemical reactions, so we present it via formal
Figure 6 Paper Outline
translations between discrete and continuous chemical systems. We then give a novel semantics of processes in terms of ODEs (the process rate equations), and we
show that it is equivalent to the mass action semantics under the translations. In Section 5 we show by
an example that the Markov chain and the differential equation semantics are in the fact different. We
also summarize the running examples used in the previous sections, and we revisit the examples from
the Introduction. In the Conclusions we discuss the compactness of process representations, and the
related work. The pattern of Figure 6 is used in thumbnails guides to the various sections.

=

=

2 Interactions vs. reactions
In this section we introduce two simple notations: one for processes, slightly generalizing the interacting automata of the Introduction, and one for basic chemical reactions, and we show how to translate
from one notation to the other. These translations are to be intended as converting between two
equivalent representations of discrete-state continuous-time systems, as elaborated in Section 3.
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2.1 Processes
We introduce a subset of -calculus and of CCS [19] enriched with transition rates [21]: the Chemical
Ground Form (CGF), which is sufficient for representing the dynamics of chemical reactions. The concepts we need from process algebra are: complementary synchronous interactions (input ‘?’ and output ‘!’)
modeling collisions between molecules, stochastic delays at rate r ((r)) corresponding to molecular decay, channels with stochastic rate r (a(r), b(r), ...) corresponding to molecular interaction surfaces; parallel
composition (|) modeling concurrent activities; and guarded choice () modeling races between events.
2.1–1 Definition: Chemical Ground Form (CGF)
E ::= 0

⋮ X=M, E
⋮ ;P  M

M ::= 0
P ::= 0

⋮ X|P

 ::= (r)

⋮ ?a(r) ⋮ !a(r)

CGF ::= E,P

Reagents

(empty, or a reagent X=M and Reagents)

Molecule

(empty, or an interaction ;P and Molecule)

Solution

(empty, or a variable X and Solution)

Interaction prefix

(delay, input, output)

Chemical Ground Form (Reagents with initial Solution)

A chemical ground form (CGF, Definition 2.1–1, where the symbol ‘⋮’ separates syntactic alternatives) has a finite set E of reagents Xi=Mi (named molecules) for distinct variables Xi naming chemical
species, and molecules Mi describing the interaction capabilities of the corresponding species. The possible process interactions  are: delay (r) at rate r (where r is a positive real), input ?a(r) on channel a at rate
r, and output !a(r) on channel a at rate r (each channel always has the same rate). In the syntax of molecules, each interaction  leads to releasing a solution P (a multiset of variables). We use  for choice, |
for parallel composition, and 0 for the empty reagent, the empty molecule, and the empty solution. Trailing 0’s are usually left implicit, and we use | also as an operator over the syntax: if P and P’ are 0terminated lists of variables, according to the syntax above, then P|P’ means appending the two lists
into a single 0-terminated list. Therefore, if P is a solution, then 0|P, P|0, and P are syntactically equal.
A CGF (E,P) is a set of reagents E together with initial conditions, which are a solution P. If an X
occurs in some Mi or P, but is not a reagent in E, we assume the existence of a reagent X = 0. We write
E.X for the molecule associated to X in E, and XE to indicate that X is a reagent in E.
A CGF is in automata form, if there is no occurrence of parallel composition except in the initial
conditions (corresponding to the notions of finite control [9] and regularity [13]). In such a case, the CGF
can be drawn as a collection of automata, as in the figures in the Introduction. A CGF is detangled if
each channel a occurs once as ?a and once as !a: there is a direct correspondence between detangled
CGFs and chemical reaction systems.
Some simple examples follow; these will become our running examples.
2.1–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
E: X = (r);0

The reagent X that transitions to 0 after a stochastic delay of rate r.

Hetero reaction
E: X = ?a(r);0 ,
Y = !a(r);0

The reagent X that interacts with reagent Y on channel a
at stochastic rate r, and then both reagent transition to 0.

Homeo reaction
E: X = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0 The reagent X that interacts with another copy of X on channel a.
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2.2 Chemical reactions
We now define systems of simple chemical reactions, to which we later give both discrete-state and
continuous-state semantics. There are only three kinds of chemical reactions of interest to us. First, a
molecule may spontaneously degrade into components; this is a unary reaction. Second, two molecules
of different species may collide and produce other molecules; this is a hetero (binary) reaction. Third,
two molecules of the same species may collide and produce other molecules; this is a homeo (binary)
reaction. We deal with the two cases of binary reactions together, unless we need to distinguish them.
Therefore, we have the following syntax for chemical reactions:
2.2–1 Definition: Chemical reactions
X
X1 + X2

r
r

Y1 + < + Yn + 0
Y1 + < + Yn + 0

Unary
Binary

(n≥0)
(n≥0)

We can ignore reactions between three or more molecules, because of the unlikelihood under normal
conditions of finding three or more molecules at the same time in the same place, and with the right
energy and orientation to produce a reaction: ‚Genuinely trimolecular reactions do not physically occur in dilute fluids with any appreciable frequency. Apparently trimolecular reactions in a fluid are
usually the combined result of two bimolecular reactions and one monomolecular reaction, and involve an additional short-lived species.‛ [11]. So, for example, 2H + O  H2O should be interpreted as
{H + H  H2, H2 + O  H2O}, or as {H + O  OH, H + OH  H2O}.
2.2–2 Definition: Systems of chemical reactions
Let Xi be a set of chemical species, with i1..m. Let J be an index set for naming reactions. Let
j1..n, and let 1..nJ be the injective reaction-naming function. A system of chemical reactions C
has the form:
C = {j: Lhsj rj Rhsj}
where each Lhs has the form X or X1+X2 (with possibly X1=X2), and each Rhs has the form
X1+...+Xkj+0 for kj≥0 (trailing 0’s are usually omitted). If P and Q are two Rhs’s, then P+Q means appending the two 0-terminated sums into a single 0-terminated sum; therefore 0+P, P+0, and P are
syntactically equal. The rates rj are positive reals.
Therefore, a system of chemical reactions is defined to be a finite set of reactions that are uniquely
named (this is an important invariant for our translations). Each reaction, r, has a (base) rate, r, with
bigger base rates meaning faster reactions. The exact interpretation of r depends critically on whether
we consider a discrete or continuous semantics, as we discuss later. A common interpretation of these
reactions is that they happen in a constant volume, at constant temperature, and in a well-stirred solution, so that the probability of two molecules reacting is independent of their position.

2.3 From process reagents to chemical reactions
We show how to convert a set of process reagents, E (Definition 2.1–1), into a system of chemical reactions Ch(E) (Definition 2.2–2). This is achieved by producing a unary reaction for each (r) delay in E, a
hetero reaction for each pair ?a, !a of interactions in different molecules of E, and a homeo reaction for
each pair of interactions ?a, !a in the same molecule of E (with doubled rate).
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2.3–1 Definition: From process reagents E to chemical reactions Ch(E)
Ch(E) =
{(‹X.i›: X r P) s.t. E.X.i = (r);P} 
{(‹X.i,Y.j›: X + Y r P + Q) s.t. X≠Y and E.X.i = ?a(r);P and E.Y.j =!a(r);Q} 
{(‹X.i,X.j›: X + X 2r P + Q) s.t. E.X.i = ?a(r);P and E.X.j = !a(r);Q}
When embedding a P from E into a chemical reaction, we implicitly change all process ‚|‛ to chemical
‚+‛. Note that Ch(E) is a proper system of chemical reactions, where by definition the reactions must
be uniquely named. We in fact have unique tags for reactions: either a singleton ‹X.i› or an ordered
pair ‹X.i,Y.j›, where M.i is the i-th summand in molecule M, and X.i refers to the summand (E.X).i. This
tagging allows us to easily account for multiplicity of equal reactions (whose rates must be summed),
and to generally track them in proofs.
2.3–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
E:
E:

X =(r);0
X = (r);0  (r);0

Ch(E):
Ch(E):

{‹X.1›: X r 0}
{‹X.1›: X r 0, ‹X.2›: X r 0}

Ch(E):

{‹X.1,Y.1›: X+Y r 0}

Ch(E):

{‹X.1,X.2›: X+X 2r 0}

Hetero reaction
E:

X = ?a(r);0, Y = !a(r);0

Homeo reaction
E:

X = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0

2.4 From chemical reactions to process reagents

Stochastic
Chemistry

An inverse translation maps a system of chemical reactions C (Definition 2.2–2), to process reagents
Pi(C) (Definition 2.1–1), by using the distinct reaction labels in C as channel names in Pi(C). For each
reaction of label v with corresponding rate s in C, we prepare a channel v(r) of rate r, setting r=s for
unary and hetero reactions, and r = s/2 for homeo reactions. For each species X we produce an initially
empty reagent, X = 0. Then we scan each chemical reaction in turn to gradually populate the reagents
with summands (such summands may be tagged for convenience in proofs). For a unary reaction v: X
r P we add a summand (r);P (tagged ‹v›) to reagent X. For a hetero reaction v: X+Y r P we add a
summand ?v(r);P (tagged ‹?v›) to reagent X and a summand !v(r);0 (tagged ‹!v›) to reagent Y. For a homeo reaction v: X+X r P we add two summands ?v(r/2);P (tagged ‹?v›) and !v(r/2);0 (tagged ‹!v›) to reagent X. We also implicitly change all chemical ‚+‛ to process ‚|‛, which incidentally means that Pi(C)
is not necessarily in automata form.
2.4–1 Definition: From chemical reactions C process reagents Pi(C)
((v: X r P)C) of ((r);P :‹v›)

r
((v: X+Y  P)C and Y≠X) of (?v(r);P :‹?v›) 
((v: Y+X r P)C and Y≠X) of (!v(r);0 :‹!v›) 
((v: X+X r P)C) of (?v(r/2);P :‹?v› !v(r/2);0 :‹!v›))
s.t. X is a species in C}

Pi(C) = {(X =

6
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2.4–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
C:

{v: X r 0}

Pi(C): X =(r);0

Hetero reaction
C:

{v: X+Y r 0}

Pi(C): X = ?v(r);0, Y = !v(r);0

Homeo reaction
C:

{v: X+X r 0}

Pi(C): X = ?v(r/2);0  !v(r/2);0

The labels associated to binary reactions are turned into channels v that occur exactly once as input ?v and once as output !v in the translated process reagents Pi(C), which is thus detangled.
2.4–3 Proposition: Pi(C) is detangled.
If C is a system of chemical reactions, then Pi(C) is detangled.
That is, each channel occurs once as ?v and once as !v.
Proof
By definition, systems of chemical reactions are uniquely labeled. By definition of Pi(C), for each v:
X+Y r P in C, Pi(C) contains one ?v as a summand of X and one !v as a summand of Y. And for each
v: X+X r P in C, it contains one ?v and one !v as summands of X.
□
The tags ‹v›,‹?v›,‹!v› attached to the detangled summands of Pi(C) are thus unique. Tags of the
form ‹?v› and ‹!v› simply repeat the information at the head of their summand; only tags ‹v› add information about the reaction v which they came from. We can thus use these tags as indexes in the corresponding molecules, writing M.‹...› for M.i when ‹...› tags the i-th summand of M. For example:
Reactions C:

{a: A+A r B+A, b: B+A s A+A, c: B t A}

Tagged processes Pi(C):

A = ?a(r);(B|A) :‹?a› !a(r);0 :‹!a› !b(s);0 :‹!b›
B = ?b(s);(A|A) :‹?b› (t);A :‹c›

Tag indexing in Pi(C):

B.‹?b› = B.1 = ?b(s);(A|A),

B.‹c› = B.2 = (t);A,

etc.

Reactions Ch(Pi(C)):
{‹A.1,A.2›: A+A r B+A, ‹B1.A.3›: B+A s A+A, ‹B.2›: B t A}
= {‹A.‹?a›,A.‹!a››: A+A r B+A, ‹B‹?b›.A.‹!b››: B+A s A+A, ‹B.‹c››: B t A}
We thus obtain:
2.4–4 Proposition: C vs. Ch(Pi(C))
There is a bijection between the labels of Ch(Pi(C)) and C such that related reactions are equal:
Ch(Pi(C)) =
{(‹X.‹v››: X r P) s.t. (v: X r P)C} 
{(‹X.‹?v›,Y.‹!v››: X + Y r P) s.t. (v: X + Y r P)C} 
{(‹X.‹?v›,X.‹!v››: X + X r P) s.t. (v: X + X r P)C}
Proof
We recall the definition of Pi(C).X (the X component of Pi(C)):
Pi(C).X =

((v: X r P)C) of ((r);P :‹v›)

r
((v: X+Y  P)C and Y≠X) of (?v(r);P :‹?v›)

((v: Y+X r P)C and Y≠X) of (!v(r);0 :‹!v›)

r
((v: X+X  P)C) of (?v(r/2);P :‹?v› !v(r/2);0 :‹!v›)
2007-12-13 17:48:53
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and the definition of Ch(-), instantiated to Ch(Pi(C)):
Ch(Pi(C)) =
{(‹X.i›: X r P) s.t. Pi(C).X.i = (r);P} 
{(‹X.i,Y.j›: X + Y r P + Q) s.t. X≠Y and Pi(C).X.i = ?v(r);P and Pi(C).Y.j =!v(r);Q} 
{(‹X.i,X.j›: X + X 2r P + Q) s.t. Pi(C).X.i = ?v(r);P and Pi(C).X.j = !v(r);Q}
We first replace the numerical indices with the tags from Pi(C), which are unique:
Ch(Pi(C)) =
{(‹X.‹v››: X r P) s.t. Pi(C).X.‹v› = (r);P} 
{(‹X.‹?v›,Y.‹!v››: X + Y r P + Q) s.t. X≠Y and Pi(C).X.‹?v› = ?v(r);P and Pi(C)(Y).‹!v› =!v(r);Q} 
{(‹X.‹?v›,X.‹!v››: X + X 2r P + Q) s.t. Pi(C).X.‹?v› = ?v(r);P and Pi(C).X.‹!v› = !v(r);Q}
We then have, by definition of Pi(C).X, that:
{(‹X.‹v››: X r P) s.t. Pi(C).X.‹v› = (r);P} = {(‹X.‹v››: X r P) s.t. (v: X r P)C}
{(‹X.‹?v›,Y.‹!v››: X + Y r P + Q) s.t. X≠Y and Pi(C).X.‹?v› = ?v(r);P and Pi(C).Y.‹!v› =!v(r);Q}
= {(‹X.‹?v›,Y.‹!v››: X + Y r P + 0) s.t. (v: X+Y r P)C} (where Q must be 0, and P+0=P)
{(‹X.‹?v›,X.‹!v››: X + X 2r P + Q) s.t. Pi(C).X.‹?v› = ?v(r);P and Pi(C).X.‹!v› = !v(r);Q} =
= {(‹X.‹?v›,X.‹!v››: X + X 2r P + 0) s.t. (v: X+X 2r P)C} (where Q must be 0, and P+0=P)

□

We thus obtain the statement.

We conclude this section with some syntactic properties of detangled automata that are used later. Given process reagents E, we have from Proposition 2.4–3 that Pi(Ch(E)) is detangled. But given E
in automata form, Pi(Ch(E)) is not necessarily in automata form, so unfortunately we cannot ‚draw‛
the detangled version of E as automata. However, Pi(Ch(E)) is close to being in automata form, and
we can thus find a related Detangle(E) that is both detangled and in automata form. We show later
that E and Detangle(E) are in fact semantically equivalent.
2.4–5 Definition: Detangled automaton
Let E be in automata form. Then Detangle(E) is defined to be the same as Pi(Ch(E)), but where any
pair or summands ?v(r);(X|Y|0), !v(r);0 occurring anywhere in Pi(Ch(E)) is replaced by the pair
?v(r);(X|0), !v(r);(Y|0) respectively.

2.4–6 Proposition: Detangled automaton
If E is in automata form then Detangle(E) is in automata form.
Moreover, Ch(Detangle(E)) and Ch(Pi(Ch(E))) have the same reactions.
Proof
Let T,U denote either a singleton list X|0 or 0. Since E is in automata form, each of its molecule summands has the form (r);T, ?v(r);T, or !v(r);T. Then, all reactions in Ch(E) have the form XrT,
X+YrT+U, or X+X2rT+U. Hence, each summand in Pi(Ch(E)) has the form (r);T, ?v(r);(T|U), or
!v(r);0. Moreover, Pi(Ch(E)) is detangled (Proposition 2.4–3): for each ?v(r);(T|U) there is exactly one
!v(r);0 with the same v. Detangle(E) is also detangled, and is in automata form because whenever T|U
contains two variables, it is split in two so that all the summands have again the form (r);T, ?v(r);T, or
!v(r);U. Note that splitting T|U is ambiguous if e.g. T=X|0 and U=0, but in such a case the summands
are already in automata form, and they are not modified. It follows from Definition 2.3–1 that
Ch(Detangle(E)) and Ch(Pi(Ch(E))) have the same reactions, noting that (T+U)+0 and T+U are syntactically equal (Definition 2.2–2).
□
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3 Discrete-state semantics
In this section we give a semantics to both processes and reactions over a discrete state space. The aim
is to give meaning to the definitions of Section 2, and to show that the translations between processes
and reactions are sound. However, the overall goal of the paper is to define a semantics of processes
over a continuous state space, which is the subject of Section 4. Therefore, Section 3 has been organized so that it can be easily skipped, although it can help in understanding the connections between
discrete and continuous systems.

3.1 Continuous time Markov chains
The stochastic semantics of both processes and reactions can be given as Continuous Time Markov
Chains (CTMCs) [6][2][12][14][15]. A CTMC tracks the evolution of a system through state transitions
weighted by stochastic rates. We obtain CTMCs from the collapsing of Labeled Transition Graphs
(LTG), which are structures that can be easily extracted from processes and reactions.
Semantically, a (discrete) state is a multiset of molecules. For a solution P (Definition 2.1–1), we
indicate by P† the normalized form of P where the variables are sorted in lexicographical order, possibly with repetitions. That is, P† is a canonical representation of the multiset corresponding to P. Let
P†.m be the m-th variable in P†, and P†\m1..mk be P† with the variables of indices m1..mk removed. Let
#X(P) be the number of instances of X in solution P.
3.1–1 Definition: Labeled Transition Graph (LTG) and associated CTMC
A node (state) of a labeled transition graph (LTG) is a normalized solution P†. An arc (transition) of an
LTG is a quadruple l, P†, r, Q† , written (l: P† r Q†), where P† is the source state, Q† is the target
state, r is a positive real, which is the rate of the transition, and l is a label, out of an index set, that
is used to account for multiplicity of transitions that are otherwise equal. An LTG, , is a set of
such quadruples.
If  is an LTG, then the associated continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) ||, is the set of the triples
P, r, Q, written (P r Q), with P≠Q, obtained by summing the rates of all the quadruples in  that
have the same P and Q: || = {P,r,Q s.t. l,P,r’,Q with P≠Q, and r = ri s.t. li:P,ri,Q  }.
Therefore, a CTMC is a (possibly infinite) graph with at most one arc between any two nodes, with no
self-arcs (because they have a null dynamic effect), and with a rate associated to each arc. From such a
graph G, we can easily extract the Q-matrix of a continuous time Markov chain as normally presented,
by setting Qij = r if i≠j and i, r, j  G, and Qii = -j≠iQij. The master equation of the Markov chain can
then be derived by considering the conditional probability distribution pi(t) of the system being in
state i at time t given the initial conditions [25]. We stop short of probability theory, and of issues of
minimization of the Q-matrix, since it is sufficient for us to show that certain systems have the same
CTMC graph. More generally, a theory of equivalence of processes or reactions should consider equivalence at the level of probability distributions [2][7][14].

3.2 Discrete-state semantics of processes
We now describe how to produce a Labeled Transition Graph from a Chemical Ground Form (E,P).
The set Next(E,P) is the set of all the transitions (l: P† r S†) from the current state P† arising from the
definitions of E. This set is then closed under next transitions. Let E.X be the molecule defined by X in
E, and M.i be the i-th summand in a molecule of the form M=1;P1<n;Pn. The transition labels
used are either of the form {m.X.i} or {m.X.i, n.Y.j} where m,n,i,j are positive integers, X,Y are species
names, m.X.i are ordered triples and {..., ...} are unordered pairs.
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3.2–1 Definition: From a Chemical Ground Form (E,P) to a Labeled Transition Graph
Next(E,P) =
{({m.X.i}: P† r S†) s.t. P†.m = X and E.X.i = (r);Q and S = (P†\m|Q)} 
{({m.X.i, n.Y.j}: P† r S†) s.t. P†.m = X and P†.n = Y and m≠n
and E.X.i = ?a(r);Q and E.Y.j =!a(r);R and S = (P†\m,n|Q|R)}
LTG(E,P) = nn
where 0 = Next(E,P) and n+1 = {Next(E,Q) s.t. Qstates(n)}

3.2–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
(E,P):
LTG(E,P):

((X =(r);0), X)
{{1.X.1}: X r 0}

CTMC:

{X r 0}

Here we have initially #X(P) = 1. Suppose P contains any number of X; then, Next(E,P) contains a
number N = #X(P) of differently labeled transitions P† r Q†, where P† = (X|Q)†. The CTMC for
Next(E,P), if not empty, contains a single transition P † r#X(P) Q†. That transition is (possibly) followed, in the full CTMC, by a transition Q† r#X(Q) R†, with Q† = (X|R)†, and so on.
Hetero reaction
(E,P):
LTG(E,P):

((X = ?a(r);0, Y = !a(r);0), X|Y)
{{1.X.1, 2.Y.1}: X|Y r 0}
CTMC:

{X|Y r 0}

Here we have initially #X(P) = #Y(P) = 1. Suppose P contains any number of X and Y; then, Next(E,P)
contains a number N = #X(P)  #Y(P) of differently labeled transitions P† r Q†, where P† = (X|Y|Q)†,
since each X can interact with each Y. The CTMC for Next(E,P), if not empty, contains a single transition P† r#X(P)#Y(P) Q†. That transition is (possibly) followed, in the full CTMC, by a transition Q†
r#X(Q)#Y(Q) R†, with Q† = (X|Y|R)†, and so on.
Homeo reaction
In the second clause of the definition of Next we can have X=Y (but with m≠n). For example:
(E,P):
LTG(E,P):

((X = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0), X|X)
{{1.X.1, 2.X.2}: X|X r 0, {2.X.1, 1.X.2}: X|X r 0}

CTMC:

{X|X 2r 0}

Here we have initially #X(P)=2. Suppose P contains any number of X; then, Next(E,P) contains a number N = 2(#X(P) choose 2) of differently labeled transitions P † r Q†, where P† = (X|X|Q)†. That is, it
contains two transitions between any choice of 2 distinct variable instances in the initial conditions,
since each instance can interact with a difference instance in two possible ways. We have that N =
2(#X(P)(#X(P)-1)/2) = #X(P)(#X(P)-1); the CTMC for Next(E,P), if not empty, has a single transition P†
r#X(P)(#X(P)-1) Q†. For #X(P)>>1, the rate of that transition is approximately r#X(P)2.

3.3 Discrete-state semantics of chemical reactions
In Definitions 2.2–2 we have introduced systems of chemical reactions, but without any initial conditions.
When the initial conditions are given as a discrete molecule count for each species, we say that we
have a discrete chemical system:
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3.3–1 Definition: Discrete chemical system
A discrete chemical system (C,P) is a system C of chemical reactions plus a chemical solution P specifying the initial number of molecules of each species in the system.
For chemical solutions P we use the same syntax and conventions as for process solutions, except
using chemical ‚+‛ instead of ‚|‛. We now show how to derive a Labeled Transition Graph from a
discrete chemical system, again considering multisets P†, corresponding to syntactic solutions P, as
states in the LTG. The LTG transition labels used here are either of the form {m.} or {m., n.} where m,n
are integers,  are reaction labels, m. are ordered pairs, and {..., ...} are unordered pairs. The set
Next(C,P) is the set of the transitions (l: P† r S†) from the current state P† arising from the reactions of
C; this set is then closed under next transitions.
3.3–2 Definition: From a Discrete Chemical System (C,P) to a Labeled Transition Graph
Next(C,P) =
{({m.}: P† r S†) s.t. P†.m = X and (: X r Q)  C and S = (P†\m + Q)} 
{({m., n.}: P† r S†) s.t. P†.m = X and P†.n = Y and m≠n
and (: X+Y r Q)  C and S = (P†\m,n + Q)}
LTG(C,P) = nn
where 0 = Next(C,P) and n+1 = {Next(C,Q) s.t. Qstates(n)}
The basic examples of reactions are very similar to the ones for processes (3.2–2), but note that
there is a subtle difference in the case of homeo reactions.
3.3–3 Basic examples
Unary reaction
(C,P):
LTG(C,P):

({: X r 0}, X)
{{1.}: X r 0}

CTMC:

{X r 0}

Here we have initially #X(P) = 1. Suppose P contains any number of X; then, Next(E,P) contains a
number N = #X(P) of differently labeled transitions P† r Q†, where P† = (X+Q)†. The CTMC for
Next(C,P), if not empty, contains a single transition P† r#X(P) Q†. That transition is (possibly) followed, in the full CTMC, by a transition Q† r#X(Q) R†, with Q† = (X+R)†, and so on. Note also the role
of reaction labels in a system with duplicated reactions:
(C,P):
LTG(C,P):

({1: X r 0, 2: X r 0}, X)
{{1.1}: X r 0, {1.2}: X r 0}

CTMC:

{X 2r 0}

({: X+Y r 0}, X+Y)
{{1., 2.}: X+Y r 0}

CTMC:

{X+Y r 0}

Hetero reaction
(C,P):
LTG(C,P):

Here we have initially #X(P) = #Y(P) = 1. Suppose P contains any number of X and Y; then, Next(E,P)
contains a number N = #X(P)  #Y(P) of differently labeled transitions P† r Q†, where P† = (X+Y+Q)†,
since each X can interact with each Y. The CTMC for Next(C,P), if not empty, contains a single transition P† r#X(P)#Y(P) Q†. That transition is (possibly) followed, in the full CTMC, by a transition Q†
r#X(Q)#Y(Q) R†, with Q† = (X+Y+R)†, and so on.
Homeo reaction
In the second clause of the definition of Next we can have X=Y (but with m≠n). For example:
2007-12-13 17:48:53
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(C,P):
LTG(C,P):

({: X+X r 0}, X+X)
{{1., 2.}: X+X r 0}

CTMC:

{X+X r 0}

This set contains only one transition, because the labels {1., 2.} and {2., 1.} are equal. Here we have
initially #X(P)=2. Suppose P contains any number of X; then, Next(C,P) contains a number N = (#X(P)
choose 2) of differently labeled transitions from P† r Q†, where P† = (X+X+Q)†. That is, it contains one
transition between any choice of 2 distinct variable instances in the initial conditions, since each instance must interact with a different instance. We thus have that N = #X(P)(#X(P)-1)/2; the CTMC for
Next(C,P), if not empty, contains a single transition P † r#X(P)(#X(P)-1)/2 Q†. For #X(P)>>1, the rate of that
transition is approximately r/2#X(P)2. Note that the CTMC in this example seems to have a different
rate than the one in example 3.2–2, by a factor of 2, but the translations Pi(C) and Ch(E) compensate
for the difference (examples 2.3–2, 2.4–2), as we show next.

3.4 Discrete-state equivalence: E  Ch(E)
We can now show that the translation from processes to chemistry preserves CTMC semantics.
3.4–1 Definition: Graph equivalence (  )
We write C  C’ iff for all P, |LTG(C,P)| = |LTG(C’,P)|
Similarly, E  E’ iff for all P, |LTG(E,P)| = |LTG(E’,P)|
And also, C  E iff for all P, |LTG(C,P)| = |LTG(E,P)|

(with P = X1 + ... + Xk)
(with P = X1 | ... | Xk)
(with P understood by context)

3.4–2 Theorem: E  Ch(E)
Let E be a set of reagents and Ch(E) the corresponding reactions. Then E  Ch(E).
Proof
We blur over the syntactic difference, +/|, between P in process solutions and chemical solutions. We
first show that |Next(E,P)| = |Next(Ch(E),P)|; the result then follows by induction on the definitions
of LTG(E,P) and LTG(C,P). For two CTMCs M,N, we say that M≤N iff for each (P r Q)M there is a
(P s Q)N such that r≤s. Then, M≤N and N≤M imply M=N.
(1) We show that |Next(E,P)| ≤ |Next(Ch(E),P)| by giving a partition of Next(E,P) into singleton sets
{(l0:Q r0 R)} or pair sets {(l1:Q r1 R), (l2:Q r2 R)}, such that each partition element is mapped injectively to a transition l:Q r R of Next(Ch(E),P) with r0=r or r1+r2=r respectively. (For self-transitions,
the rates still match up as described, but neither associated CTMC contains them.) In passing, we also
show that states(Next(E,P))  states(Next(Ch(E),P)).
 Suppose ({m.X.i}: U r W)  Next(E,P). Then, U=P†, and P†.m = X and E.X.i = (r);Q and W = S† and S
= (P†\m|Q). We thus have that (‹X.i›: X r Q)  Ch(E), and hence ({m.‹X.i›}: P† r S†) 
Next(Ch(E),P). That is, ({m.‹X.i›}: U r W)  Next(Ch(E),P). The injection is {m.X.i}  {m.‹X.i›}.
 Suppose ({m.X.i, n.Y.j}: U r W)  Next(E,P) with X≠Y. Then, U=P†, P†.m = X and P†.n = X and m≠n
and E.X.i = ?a(r);Q and E.Y.j =!a(r);R and W = S† and S = (P†\m,n|Q|R). We thus have that (‹X.i,Y.j›: X
+ Y r Q + R)  Ch(E), and hence ({m.‹X.i,Y.j›, n.‹X.i,Y.j›}: P† r S†)  Next(Ch(E),P). That is, ({m.‹X.i,Y.j›,
n.‹X.i,Y.j›}: U r W)  Next(Ch(E),P). The injection is {m.X.i, n.Y.j}  {m.‹X.i,Y.j›, n.‹X.i,Y.j›}.
 Suppose ({m.X.i, n.X.j}: U r W)  Next(E,P). Then, U=P†, P†.m = X and P†.n = X and m≠n and E.X.i =
?a(r);Q and E.X.j =!a(r);R and W = S† and S = (P†\m,n|Q|R). Therefore, also the transition ({n.X.i,
m.X.j}: U r W)  Next(E,P) because of the symmetry of X. We further have that (‹X.i,X.j›: X + X 2r
Q + R)  Ch(E), and hence ({m.‹X.i,X.j›, n.‹X.i,X.j›}: P† 2r S†)  Next(Ch(E),P). That is, ({m.‹X.i,X.j›,
n.‹X.i,X.j›}: U 2r W)  Next(Ch(E),P). The injection is {{m.X.i, n.X.j}, {n.X.i, m.X.j}}  {m.‹X.i,X.j›, n.‹X.i,X.j›}.
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(2) We show that |Next(Ch(E),P)| ≤ |Next(E,P)| by giving a partition of Next(E,P) such that each transition l:Q r R of Next(Ch(E),P) is mapped injectively to a partition element {(l 0:Q r0 R)} or {(l1:Q r1
R), (l2:Q r2 R)}, such that r0=r or r1+r2=r respectively. In passing, we also show that states(Next(Ch(E),
P))  states(Next(E,P)).
 Suppose ({m.}: U r W)  Next(Ch(E),P). Then U=P†, and P†.m = X and (: X r Q)  Ch(E) and W
= S† and S = (P†\m + Q). From (: X r Q)  Ch(E) we have that =‹X.i› and E.X.i = (r);Q. Hence
({m.X.i}: P† r S†)  Next(E,P). That is, ({m.X.i}: U r W)  Next(E,P). The injection is {m.‹X.i›}  {m.X.i}.
 Suppose ({m., n.}: U r W)  Next(Ch(E),P) with P†.m = X and P†.n = Y and X≠Y. Then U=P†, and
m≠n and (: X+Y r T)  Ch(E) and W = S† and S = (P†\m,n + T). From (: X+Y r T)  Ch(E) we
have that =‹X.i,Y.j› and T=Q+R and E.X.i = ?a(r);Q and E.Y.j = !a(r);R. Hence ({m.X.i, n.Y.j}: P† r S†) 
Next(E,P). That is, ({m.X.i, n.Y.j}: U r W)  Next(E,P). The injection is {m.‹X.i,Y.j›,n.‹X.i,Y.j›}{m.X.i,n.Y.j}.
 Suppose ({m., n.}: U r W)  Next(Ch(E),P) with P†.m = P†.n = X. Then U=P†, and m≠n and (: X+X
r T)  Ch(E) and W = S† and S = (P†\m,n + T). From (: X+X r T)  Ch(E) we have that =‹X.i,X.j›
and T=Q+R and E.X.i = ?a(r/2);Q and E.X.j = !a(r/2);R. Hence both ({m.X.i, n.X.j}: P† r/2 S†) and ({n.X.i,
m.X.j}: P† r/2 S†)  Next(E,P). That is, ({m.X.i, n.X.j}: U r/2 W) and ({n.X.i, m.X.j}: U r/2 W)  Next(E,P).
The injection is {m.‹X.i,X.j›, n.‹X.i,X.j›}  {{m.X.i, n.X.j}, {n.X.i, m.X.j}}.
(3) We recall the definition of CTMC: || = {P,r,Q s.t. l,P,r’,Q with P≠Q, and r = ri s.t. li:P,ri,Q
 }. Define the merge of two CTMCs M,N as their rate-merged union: MN = {P,r,Q s.t.
P,r’,QMN, and r = ri s.t. P,ri,Q  MN}; we have that || = ||||. Recall also that:
LTG(E,P) = nn
with 0 = Next(E,P)
and n+1 = {Next(E,Q) s.t. Qstates(n)},
LTG(Ch(E),P) = nn with 0 = Next(Ch(E),P) and n+1 = {Next(Ch(E),Q) s.t. Qstates(n)}.
 We have already shown by (1) and (2) that |0| = |0| and states(0) = states(0).
 Assume |n| = |n| and states(n) = states(n). Then, |n+1| = |{Next(E,Q) s.t. Qstates(n)}| =
{|Next(E,Q)| s.t. Qstates(n)} = {|Next(Ch(E),Q)| s.t. Qstates(n)} (by (1) and (2) at Q) =
|n+1|. Moreover, states(n+1) = states({Next(E,Q) s.t. Qstates(n)}) = {states(Next(E,Q)) s.t.
Qstates(n)}) = {states(Next(Ch(E),Q)) s.t. Qstates(n)}) (by (1) and (2) at Q) = states(n+1).
Therefore, by induction on n we conclude that |LTG(E,P)| = |LTG(Ch(E),P)|.
□

3.5 Discrete-state equivalence: C  Pi(C)

Stochastic
Chemistry

Be reusing the previous theorem, we can now show that, in the other direction, the translation from
chemistry to processes preserves CTMC semantics.
3.5–1 Theorem: C  Pi(C)
Let C be a set of reactions, and Pi(C) the corresponding reagents. Then C  Pi(C).
Proof
We know from Theorem 3.4–2 that for any set of process reagents E we have E  Ch(E). Hence, for
any set of chemical reactions C resulting in process reagents Pi(C), we have that Pi(C)  Ch(Pi(C)).
Moreover, from Proposition 2.4–4 we know that Ch(Pi(C)) = C up to reaction labels (which are in bijection). Those differences do not affect the discrete semantics of chemical reactions (Definition 3.3–2)
when considering the associated CTMCs, so that Ch(Pi(C))  C. Therefore, Pi(C)  C.
□
Finally, we can make use of the last two theorems to show that E and Detangle(E) are equivalent,
in the sense of having the same Markov chain:
3.5–2 Proposition: Detangling processes and automata
(1) If E is a set of reagents, then there is an equivalent E’ that is detangled. (Take E’ = Pi(Ch(E)).)
(2) If E is a set of reagents in automata form, then there is an equivalent E’ that is in automata form
and is detangled. (Take E’ = Detangle(E).)
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Proof
(1) Take E’ = Pi(Ch(E)). E’ is detangled by Proposition 2.4–3, and E’  E because E  Ch(E) 
Pi(Ch(E)) by Theorems 3.4–2 and 3.5–1.
(2) Let Detangle(E) be the automaton obtained from E by Definition 2.4–5. By Proposition 2.4–6,
Ch(Detangle(E)) and Ch(Pi(Ch(E))) have the same chemical reactions. Hence, Detangle(E) 
Ch(Detangle(E)) (by Theorem 3.4–2)  Ch(Pi(Ch(E))) (by Proposition2.4–6)  E (by Theorem 3.4–2
twice and Theorem 3.5–1).
□

4 Continuous-state semantics
In this section we give the semantics of both processes and reactions in terms of Ordinary Differential
Equations. We first present the standard ODE interpretation of chemical reactions in terms of changes
in concentration. The main purpose of the section, however, is to assign ODEs directly to processes,
and to show that process ODEs are appropriately related to chemical ODEs, via a connection between
discrete and continuous chemistry.

4.1 Continuous-state semantics of chemical reactions
The International System of Units (SI) defines the following physical units, with related derived units
and constants; note that amount of substance is a base unit in SI, like length and time:
mol (a base unit)
m
(a base unit)
s
(a base unit)
L = 0.001m3
M = molL-1
NA :mol-1 ≅ 6.022×1023

mole, unit of amount of substance
meter, unit of length
second, unit of time
liter (volume)
molarity (concentration of substance)
Avogadro’s number (number of particles per amount of substance)

For a substance X:mol, we write [X]:M for the concentration of X, and [X]:Ms-1 for the time derivative
of the concentration, d[X]/dt.
The law of mass action prescribes the evolution of a chemical system in terms of changes of concentrations of the chemical species over time. In its simplest form, it says that a reaction X+Y k Z has a
rate k[X][Y]: the rate is proportional to the concentration of one species times the concentration of the
other species by the base rate k. From the rate of the reaction we can then compute the changes of concentration of the various species: [Z] = k[X][Y] and [X] = [Y] = -k[X][Y]. The law of mass action can be
formulated more generally for all forms of chemical reactions [17], and as special cases we obtain that
X k Z has rate k[X] (the exponential decay law), and that X+X k Z has rate k[X]2. The time course of
the concentrations is often called the mass action kinetics of the reactions. For contrast with the discretestate semantics, we call it here the continuous-state semantics, because the state space of concentrations
is continuous.
The procedure for extracting the mass action ODEs from chemical reactions is standard, and can
be described concisely by a formula over an appropriately indexed collection of reactions. For our
purposes, we describe it in the following equivalent way, which is also standard [26]. We first build
the stoichiometric matrix, N, which has one row for each species and one column for each reaction. Each
cell X, in the matrix contains a positive number n if n molecules of species X are produced (overall)
in reaction ; it contains a negative number -n if n molecules of species X are removed (overall) in
reaction , and otherwise it contains 0. Then, we build the vector of rate laws, l, which specifies the rate
law of each reaction. Namely: the rate law k[X] for unary reactions X k P, and the rate law k[X][Y]
for binary reactions X+Y k P. Note that the rate law for homeo binary reactions X+X k P is therefore
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defined to be k[X]2, and that this is prescribed by the law of mass action. The corresponding system of
ODEs is the following:
4.1–1 Definition: Chemical rate equations [X]C (Law of mass action)
Let C be a system of chemical reactions (Definition 2.2–2). The system of ODEs for C is:
[X]C = Nl
where X is the vector of chemical species, of size m, and N is the mn stoichiometric matrix with i1..m
rows (species) and j1..n columns (reactions):
Ni,j = #Xi(Rhsj) - #Xi(Lhsj)

(where #X(-) is the number of occurring X’s)

and l is vector of rate laws of size n:
lj = kj[X]
lj = kj[X][Y]

if Lhsj = X
if Lhsj = X+Y

(with possibly X=Y)

4.1–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
the system

X k 0

gives the ODE:

[X] = -k[X]

X+Y k 0

gives the ODEs:

[X] = [Y] = -k[X][Y]

X+X k 0

gives the ODE:

[X] = -2k[X]2

Hetero reaction
the system
Homeo reaction
the system

The factor of -2 in the equation above is due to the fact that two X are lost in the reaction; the rate of
the reaction itself, according to the law of mass action, is k[X] 2, which would be the rate of accretion of
any product on the right.

4.2 Converting between discrete and continuous chemical systems
The evolution of a chemical system according to the law of mass action depends on the initial concentrations of the species. Therefore, for a given set of chemical reactions C, the law of mass action applies
to continuous chemical systems (C,V) which specify initial concentrations V as defined below, while it
does not directly apply to discrete chemical systems (C,P) (Definition 3.3–1), which instead specify the
initial number of molecules of each species. The relationships between continuous and discrete chemical systems is explored next.
4.2–1 Definition: Continuous chemical system.
A continuous chemical system (C,V) is a system C of chemical reactions plus a vector of initial concentrations VX, one for each species X in the system, where VX: M.
We have used ‚k‛ above for base rates in continuous systems, as opposed to ‚r‛ for base rates in
discrete systems. In fact, a reaction P ? Q can be interpreted in two ways. Either within a discrete
chemical system with a given number of initial molecules (Definition 3.3–1), as a reaction P r Q with
the base rate r describing changes in number of molecules. Or within a continuous chemical system
with given initial concentrations (Definition 4.2–1), as a reaction P k Q with the base rate k describ2007-12-13 17:48:53
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ing changes in concentrations in the next time differential. Part of the difference is that, in general, r
and k have different physical dimensions, with r:s-1 always having the dimension of a pure rate, while
k:s-1 or k:M-1s-1 for unary or binary reactions (see Examples 4.2–5). Because of this, it should be clear
that some conversion factor is needed. Concentration and number of molecules are related by Avogadro’s number NA and by the solution volume V. If we have a continuous system and we want to consider the corresponding discrete system, we must start by multiplying the initial concentrations by
NAV to obtain a number of molecules. But further, we must adjust the continuous-system rates k to
discrete-system rates r in a corresponding way, and those are not necessarily equal.
4.2–2 Definition: Volumetric factor 
For a given volume of solution V, the volumetric factor, of dimension M-1, is:
:M-1 = NAV

where NA:mol-1 and V:L

We normally use , instead of the related volume V.
The following translations, Cont and Disc, convert a discrete chemical systems into a continuous
one, and back. They are justified after the fact: given that discrete systems are governed by the CTMC
semantics, and that continuous systems are governed by the mass action semantics, and that molecule
numbers and concentrations are related by a factor , then the relationships between rates in the two
kinds of systems follows. We discuss the differences between k and r with the help of our basic examples in 4.2–5, following [27].
4.2–3 Definition: Cont and Disc
For a volumetric factor :M-1, we define a translation Cont from a discrete chemical system (C,P),
with species X and initial molecule count #X0 = #X(P), to a continuous chemical system (C,V) with
initial concentration [X]0 = VX. The translation Disc is its inverse, up to a rounding error [X]0 in
converting concentrations to molecule counts. Since  is a global conversion constant, we later
usually omit it as a subscript.
Cont(X r P)
Cont(X+Y r P)
Cont(X+X r P)
Cont(#X0)

= X k P
= X+Y k P
= X+X k P
= [X]0

with k = r,
with k = r
with k = r/2
with [X]0 = #X0/

r:s-1
r:s-1
r:s-1
X0:mol

k:s-1
k:M-1s-1
k:M-1s-1
[X]0:M

Disc(X k P)
Disc(X+Y k P)
Disc(X+X k P)
Disc([X]0)

= X r P
= X+Y r P
= X+X r P
= #X0

with r = k,
with r = k/
with r = 2k/
with #X0 = [X]0

k:s-1
k:M-1s-1
k:M-1s-1
[X]0:M

r:s-1
r:s-1
r:s-1
X0:mol

It is sometimes convenient to consider Pi (C) =def Pi(Disc(C)), and Ch(P) =def Cont(Ch(P)), mapping
directly between process reagents and continuous chemical systems based on a given .
4.2–4 Discussion: =1
As a special case, consider =1. Then, with a major caveat, the discrete and continuous system are
identical, and we can take the initial number of molecules equal to the initial concentration of each
species (up to rounding). The caveat is that in the case of homeo reactions we must adjust k = r/2. In
practice, we often wish to use Disc to go from a continuous system (with mass action rates and concentrations taken from the literature) to a discrete system (for discrete simulation). We can then simply
set =1, which chemically (=NAV) means that we are simulating a volume of size 1/N A. However, if
the resulting rounding error [X]0 is too large, and we end up with too few molecules of some spe16
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cies, then we may wish to change  to a more comfortable value. In that case, Definition 4.2–3 gives the
proper scaling for all rates and quantities, noting that unary, hetero, and homeo reactions are all
scaled in different ways.
□
4.2–5 Basic examples
The translation Cont relates discrete and continuous systems: this connection requires a careful comparison between continuous quantities such as concentrations [X], and the expected value <#X> of discrete quantities such as the number of X molecules, #X. It also requires an approximation for homeo
reactions, as shown below. What follows is a summary of the argument for Generalized Mass Action
from [27], instantiated to three examples; see also the explanation in [10]-IIC. In general, we need to
replace continuous concentrations [X]:M with discrete expectations <X/V>, for X:mol and volume V:L,
and for a number of molecules #X = XNA. That is, we need to replace [X] with <#X>/, for :M-1 = NAV.
Unary reaction
(C,P):
Cont(C,P):

X r 0, P
X k 0, V

where #X(P)=n
where k=r, VX=n/, [X] = -k[X]

Replacing [X] = <#X>/ in the concentration ODE, [X] = -k[X], gives the ‚particle ODE‛ (<#X>/) =
-k(<#X>/), that is <#X> = -k<#X>. Here, <R> =def k<#X> is the expected number of reactions occurring
in the next time differential (the factor -1 being the number of X molecules removed by each reaction).
Stochastically, the expected number of reactions is <a> = def r<h>, where r is the stochastic rate of the
reaction, and h is the number of distinct combinations of reactant molecules. For XQ reactions, h =
#X. Hence, setting <R> = <a> we obtain k<#X> = r<#X>, that is r = k. Also, in terms of dimensionality,
since [X]:M and [X]:Ms-1, the ODE implies that k:s-1, which has the same dimension as r:s-1.
Hetero reaction
(C,P):
Cont(C,P):

X+Y r 0, P
X+Y k 0, V

where #X(P)=n, #Y(P)=m
where k=r, VX=n/, VY=m/, [X]=[Y]= -k[X][Y]

Replacing [X] = <#X>/ in [X] = -k[X][Y], gives (<#X>/) = -k(<#X>/)(<#Y>/), that is <#X> =
-(k/)<#X><#Y>; note that this is a similar ODE, but where k has been replaced by k/. Here <R> =def
(k/)<#X><#Y> is the expected number of reactions occurring in the next time differential. Stochastically, the expected number of reactions is <a> =def r<h>, where h = #X#Y is the number of distinct combinations of reactant molecules for reactions X+YQ. Setting <R> = <a> we obtain (k/)<#X><#Y> =
r<#X#Y> (assuming <#X><#Y> ≅ <#X#Y>), that is r = k/. In terms of dimensionality, since [X][Y]:M2
and [X]:Ms-1, the ODEs imply that k:M-1s-1, so that k/:s-1, which is the same dimension r:s-1.
Homeo reaction
(C,P):
Cont(C,P):

X+X r 0, P
X+X k 0, V

where #X(P)=n
where k=r/2, VX=n/, [X] = -2k[X]2

Replacing [X] = <#X>/ in [X] = -2k[X]2, gives (<#X>/) = -2k(<#X>/)2, that is <#X> = -2(k/)<#X>2; this
is a similar ODE, where k has been replaced by k/. Here <R> =def (k/)<#X>2 is the expected number of
reactions occurring in the next time differential (the factor -2 being the number of X molecules removed by each reaction). Stochastically, the expected number of reactions is <a> = def r<h>, where r is
the stochastic rate, and h is the number of distinct combinations of reactant molecules. For X+XQ
reactions, h = (#X choose 2) = #X(#X-1)/2, which for large #X can be approximated as #X2/2. Setting <R>
= <a> we obtain (k/)<#X>2 = r<#X2/2>, that is r = 2k/. Note that, unlike the previous cases, this has
been obtained by using a large-number approximation: the law of mass action is not strictly valid for
low-number homeo reactions. In terms of dimensionality, we have as above that k:M-1s-1.
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4.3 Continuous-state semantics of processes
We are now ready to define an ODE semantics for processes, moving directly from discrete
processes to a continuous framework. For each process state X we consider the process concentration [X]
of processes in state X. Such a notion is taken as primitive, and formally we simply consider polynomials over quantities [X], [Y], ..., without further elaborating on their nature. Intuitively, it is understood that [X] represents such a large number of processes that changes in this quantity can be considered as essentially continuous.
We consider [X] as the rate at which the concentration of processes in state X changes over time,
that is, the derivative of [X]; this notion is explicitly defined, and will be compared to the chemical semantics. The fact that [X] is defined from [X] is analogous to the fact that the law of mass action is
normally presented as a law based on [X]. Our main task will be to show a certain correspondence between the definition and the law.
The intuitive idea of how to define [X] (the so called rate equation) is standard: the rate of change
in the concentration of X depends on the rate at which processes move to state X from some other
state, minus the rate at which processes move from state X to some other state. More precisely, for a
set of reagents E, independently of the initial conditions, we define the depletion rate of X in E,
DeplE(X), which is the rate at which X molecules get converted to other molecules by delays or interactions. Similarly, we define, for each Y in E, the accretion rate of X due to Y, AccrE(Y,X); this is the rate
at which X molecules are produced by Y molecules due to Y’s delays and interactions. Both DeplE(X)
and AccrE(Y,X) are polynomials over concentrations of species in E.
Concentration (of processes) must in some way be related to a notion of volume of interaction. To
this end, we use the global scaling factor  (Definition 4.2–2), which has dimension M-1 = mol-1L. Since
the mol-1 part is a global constant (NA), what is important is the L factor, which is a volume. (Similarly,
molarity M = molL-1 is a concentration L-1 scaled by a constant 1/NA:mol). Then, r:s-1M-1 is a rate times a
volume of interaction; in other words it is a number of interactions per second times a volume of interaction. Below we use r in conjunction with the rates of binary reactions, where a factor of dimension
s-1M-1 is needed.
4.3–1 Definition: Process rate equations [X]E
In(a, M) :Nat = (i: M.i=?a(r);P) 1
Out(a, M) :Nat = (i: M.i=!a(r);P) 1

InsOnE(a) :M = (YE) In(a, E.Y)[Y]
OutsOnE(a) :M = (YE) Out(a, E.Y)[Y]

DeplE(X:mol) :s-1 =
(i: E.X.i=(r);P) r +
(i: E.X.i=?a(r);P) rOutsOnE(a) +
(i: E.X.i=!a(r);P) rInsOnE(a)

AccrE(Y:mol, X:mol) :s-1 =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(r);P) #X(P)rOutsOnE(a) +
(i: E.Y.i=!a(r);P) #X(P)rInsOnE(a)

[X]E = ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]) - DeplE(X)[X]
As before, here E.X is the molecule defined by X in E, and M.i is the i-th summand in a molecule
of the form M=1;P1<n;Pn, and #X(P) is the number of occurrences of variable X in a solution P.
We use i: FiGi for the sum of the Gi over all i such that Fi (omitting ‘i:’ when it is obvious).
In(a,M) and Out(a,M) simply count the number of inputs and outputs offered by a molecule M.
OutsOnE(a) is the concentration of outputs !a within E. For each species Y, that number is
Out(a,E.Y) multiplied by the concentration of Y (see Discussion 4.3–4 below). Similarly, InsOnE(a) is
the concentration of inputs ?a within E.
DeplE(X) is the depletion rate of a species X within E. The depletion rate due to a delay (r) that X
performs is r. The depletion rate due to an input ?a(r);P that X performs, is the rate r multiplied by the
concentration OutsOnE(a) of outputs !a. A similar case covers depletion due to outputs.
18
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AccrE(Y,X) is the accretion rate of a species X due to the activity of a species Y within E. The accretion of X due to delay (r);P that Y performs, is the rate r multiplied by the number of X molecules produced in P, #X(P). The accretion of X due to an input ?a(r);P that Y performs, is the rate r multiplied by
the concentration OutsOnE(a) of outputs !a, then multiplied by the number of X molecules produced in
P. A similar case covers accretion due to outputs.
Finally, for any variable X, we define the rate of change of [X] in E: [X]E. This is the sum for all Y
of the accretion rate of X due to Y, multiplied by the concentration of Y, minus the depletion rate of X,
multiplied by the concentration of X.
4.3–2 Basic examples
Unary reaction
the system
gives the ODE:

X =(r);0
[X] = -Depl(X)[X] = -r[X]

Hetero reaction
the system
gives the ODEs:

X = ?a(r);0, Y = !a(r);0
[X] = -Depl(X)[X] = -(rOutsOnE(a))[X] = -(r[Y])[X] = -r[X][Y]
[Y] = -Depl(Y)[Y] = -(rInsOnE(a))[Y] = -(r[X])[Y] = -r[X][Y]

Homeo reaction
the system
gives the ODEs:

X = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0
[X] = -Depl(X)[X] = -(rOutsOnE(a) + rInsOnE(a))[X]
= -(r[X]+r[X])[X] = -2r[X]2

4.3–3 Discussion: Rate doubling
Definition 4.3–1 is remarkable in that, while mapping a discrete framework (stochastic processes) to a
continuous framework (differential equations), it does not appear to make any special adjustment
beyond the factor . In particular, there is no rate-doubling adjustment as in Definition 4.2–3, nor as in
Definitions 2.3–1/2.4–1. However, as we shall see in Theorem 4.4–3, this turns out to be the correct definition: the rated-doubling for homeo reactions is brought out explicitly in Lemma 4.4–2.
□
4.3–4 Discussion: The presumption of continuity
While processes come in discrete numbers, our ‚process concentrations‛ [X] are presumed to
represent continuous quantities, since we are taking their derivatives. This presumption is in fact incorporated in a subtle and fundamental way in Definition 4.3–1. There, OutsOnE(a) is meant to be the
concentration of outputs !a within E. In the simple case of E = (X=?a.0; Y=!a.0), we have OutsOnE(a) =
[Y], InsOnE(a) = [X], and [X] is proportional to [X][Y]. If we were counting the actual number of interactions per second between X and Y processes, they would be similarly proportional to #X#Y. But
now consider E = (X = ?a;Y  !a;Z); we have by our definition that OutsOnE(a) = InsOn(a) = [X], and [X]
is proportional to [X]2 as in the law of mass action. Instead, if we were counting the actual number of
possible input-output process interactions, we would count them as #X(#X-1), because a process cannot output to itself. The definition we adopt effectively rounds #X-1 to #X. This is the one place where
we make an approximation and an implicit assumption of continuity, and this is what allows Definition 4.3–1 to match the law of mass action, as shown in Theorem 4.4–3. That approximation is the
same one that is implicit in the definition of Cont for homeo reactions (see discussion in Examples 4.2–
5), as emphasized in [27]. Note that the law of mass action is oblivious as to whether a chemical species interacts with itself or with a different species.
□
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4.4 Continuous-state equivalence: E  Cont(Ch(E))
Our next task is to show that the translations between processes and chemistry are sound
with respect to the continuous semantics of each. In the end, since we already know that the translations are stochastically sound, what we obtain is a check of the consistency of the continuous semantics of processes with respect to the law of mass action. In order to compare processes and chemistry
at the level of ODEs, we need to following:
4.4–1 Definition: Polynomial equivalence (  )
1) We say that two systems of ordinary differential equations S1 and S2 over the same variables are
polynomially equivalent (S1  S2), or simply equivalent, iff for every variable  we have that  in S1
and  in S1 are equivalent polynomials over the field of real numbers.
2) For two systems of chemical reactions C1,C2, we say that C1  C2 iff they have equivalent ODEs
according the continuous semantics of Definition 4.1–1 of [X]C (that is, they are understood as the
reactions of continuous chemical systems). Similarly, for two systems of process reagents E1,E2, we
say that E1  E2 iff they have equivalent ODEs according to Definition 4.3–1 of [X]E.
3) If C is a system of chemical reactions, and E is a set of process reagents over the same species, we
say that C  E iff their ODEs are equivalent, that is iff for each species X we have that [X]C = [X]E
(equivalent polynomials).

4.4–2 Lemma: Tagged summands of Depl and Accr
(1) DeplE(X) and AccrE(Y, X) can be placed in this form with uniquely tagged summands:
DeplE(X) =
(i: E.X.i=(r);P) r :‹X.i› +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) (Y≠X) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) s[Y] :‹X.i,Y.j› +
(i: E.X.i=!b(t);Q) (Y≠X) (j: E.Y.j=?b(t);P) t[Y] :‹Y.j,X.i› +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) (j: E.X.j=!a(s);Q) s[X] :‹X.i,X.j›
AccrE(Y, X) =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r :‹Y.i› +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=!a(r);Q) #X(P)s[Z] :‹Y.i,Z.j› +
(i: E.Y.i=!b(t);Q) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=?b(t);P) #X(Q)t[Z] :‹Z.j,Y.i› +
  (i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) (#X(P)+#X(Q))s[Y] :‹Y.i,Y.j›
(2) Ch(E) uses the same tagging for reactions. The tags induce a 1-1 correspondence between the
summands of DeplE(X) and the reactions of Ch(E) that have at least one X on the Lhs.
(3) The tags also induce a 1-1 correspondence between the summands of AccrE(Y,X) and the reactions of Ch(E) that have at least one Y on the Lhs and one X on the Rhs.
Proof
(1) We begin by manipulating the definitions of depletion and accretion; we recall that:
DeplE(X) =
(i: E.X.i=(r);P) r +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) sOutsOnE(a) +
(i: E.X.i=!b(t);Q) tInsOnE(b)

AccrE(Y, X) =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) #X(P)sOutsOnE(a) +
(i: E.Y.i=!b(t);Q) #X(Q)tInsOnE(b)

Expanding OutsOn and InsOn, and Out and In, and distributing the sums, we obtain:
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DeplE(X) =
(i: E.X.i=(r);P) r +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) (YE) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) s[Y] +
(i: E.X.i=!b(t);Q) (YE) (j: E.Y.j=?b(t);P) t[Y]
AccrE(Y, X) =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (ZE) (j: E.Z.j=!a(r);Q) #X(P)s[Z] +
(i: E.Y.i=!b(t);Q) (ZE) (j: E.Z.j=?b(t);P) #X(Q)t[Z]
Now note that in the last two lines of each definition, there are two symmetric copies of each summand (on the same channel and rate, one in input and one in output). We isolate them as follows:
DeplE(X) =
(i: E.X.i=(r);P) r +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) (Y≠X) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) s[Y] +
(i: E.X.i=!b(t);Q) (Y≠X) (j: E.Y.j=?b(t);P) t[Y] +
(i: E.X.i=?a(s);P) (j: E.X.j=!a(s);Q) s[X]
AccrE(Y, X) =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=!a(r);Q) #X(P)s[Z] +
(i: E.Y.i=!b(t);Q) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=?b(t);P) #X(Q)t[Z] +
  (i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) (#X(P)+#X(Q))s[Y]
We then add tags :‹X.i› or :‹X.i,Y.j› to each summand that are derived from the relevant local indices
(‹X.i,Y.j› is an ordered pair); thus we obtain the statement of the Lemma. The summands are obviously
uniquely tagged: in the middle two rows of each summation because of asymmetry of input and output (the left part of a tag is always an input).
(2) By the tagging of the summands, and the definition of Ch(E) that assigns a unique tag, j, to reaction j, we can see that in this formulation of DeplE(X) there is exactly one summand DeplE(X).j for each
reaction Ch(E).j that involves X on the left-hand side. Each tag X.i corresponds to a reaction X, each
tag X.i,Y.j to a reaction X+Y (by an X input), each tag Y.j,X.i to a reaction Y+X (by an X output),
and each tag X.i,X.j to a reaction X+X.
(3) Similarly, we can see that in this formulation of AccrE(Y,X) there is exactly one summand AccrE(Y,X).j for each reaction Ch(E).j that involves Y on the left hand side and X on the right-hand side.
Each tag Y.i corresponds to a reaction Y..X.., each tag Y.i,Z.j to a reaction Y+Z..X.. with at least
some X produced by a Y input, each tag Z.j,Y.i to a reaction Z+Y..X.. with at least some X produced
by a Y output, and each tag Y.i,Y.j to a reaction Y+Y..X.. .
□
As a consequence of Lemma 4.4–2, consider the sum over Y of all AccrE(Y,X) (each multiplied by
[Y], as needed later):
(YE) AccrE(Y, X)[Y] =
(i: E.Y.i=(r);P) #X(P)r[Y] :‹Y.i› +
(i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=!a(r);Q) #X(P)s[Z][Y] :‹Y.i,Z.j› +
(i: E.Y.i=!b(t);Q) (Z≠Y) (j: E.Z.j=?b(t);P) #X(Q)t[Z][Y] :‹Z.j,Y.i› +
  (i: E.Y.i=?a(s);P) (j: E.Y.j=!a(s);Q) (#X(P)+#X(Q))s[Y][Y] :‹Y.i,Y.j›
Since the Y are distinct, the tags on each summand are still distinct, except for those binary reactions
where both Y.i and Z.j produce X: then exactly two summands have the tag ‹Y.i,Z.j›. This needs to be
considered in Theorem 4.4–3.
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We now show that a system of chemical reactions Ch(E) is equivalent to E, by comparing the accretions and depletions of each variable X in E.
4.4–3 Theorem: Cont(Ch(E))  E
Let E be process reagents, Ch(E) be the corresponding system of discrete chemical reactions, and
Cont(Ch(E)) be the related system of continuous chemical reaction. Then we have Cont(Ch(E))  E.
That is, for all variables X in E, the process and chemical rates coincide:
[X]Cont(Ch(E)) = [X]E

(for a fixed )

Proof
Let Cont(Ch(E)) have stoichiometric matrix N and vector of rate laws l. We need to show that:
NX,-  l
= ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]) - DeplE(X)[X]

([X] computed on Cont(Ch(E)))
([X] computed on E)

By Definition 4.1–1 we have:
NX,-  l = k1..m NX,k  lk = k1..m (#X(Rhsk) - #X(Lhsk))  lk
= (k1..m #X(Rhsk)lk) - (k1..m #X(Lhsk)lk).
We derive the result in two parts by showing separately that the depletions are equal (DeplE(X)[X] =
k1..m #X(Lhsk)lk) and that the accretions are equal ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y] = k1..m #X(Rhsk)lk).
Depletion
We show that:
DeplE(X)[X] = k1..m #X(Lhsk)lk.
by showing that for each k such that #X(Lhs k)≠0, we have DeplE(X).k[X] = #X(Lhsk)lk, where k is the
tag of reaction k in Ch(E) and DeplE(X).k is the summand tagged by k in DeplE(X). We have shown
that those summands are tagged in 1 to 1 correspondence (Lemma 4.4–2) (and that DeplE(X).k exists
only if #X(Lhsk)≠0).
 If k=‹X.i›, then the reaction k is X r P, with E.X.i=(r);P. Cont(X r P) = X r P, and #X(Lhsk)=1,
and lk = r[X]. The summand is DeplE(X).k = r. Hence DeplE(X).k[X] = r[X] = #X(Lhsk)lk.
 If k=‹X.i,Y.j›, YX, then the reaction k is X+Y s P+Q, with E.X.i=?a(s);P and E.Y.j=!a(s);Q. Cont(X+Y
s P+Q) = X+Y s P+Q, and #X(Lhsk)=1, and lk = s[X][Y]. The summand is DeplE(X).k = s[Y].
Hence DeplE(X).k[X] = s[X][Y] = #X(Lhsk)lk.
 If k=‹Y.j,X.i›, YX, then the reaction k is Y+X t P+Q with E.X.i=!b(t);Q and E.Y.j=?b(t);P. Cont(Y+X
t P+Q) = Y+X t P+Q, and #X(Lhsk)=1, and lk = t[Y][X]. The summand is DeplE(X).k = t[Y].
Hence DeplE(X).k[X] = t[Y][X] = #X(Lhsk)lk.
 If k=‹X.i,X.j›, then The reaction k is X+X 2s P+Q, with E.X.i=?a(s);P and E.X.j=!a(s);Q. Cont(X+X 2s
P+Q) = X+X s P+Q, and #X(Lhsk)=2, and lk = s[X]2. The summand is DeplE(X).k = 2s[X]. Hence
DeplE(X).k[X] = 2s[X]2 = #X(Lhsk)lk.
Accretion
We show that:
(YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y] = k1..m #X(Rhsk)lk
by showing that for each k such that #X(Rhsk)≠0, we have that ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]).k = #X(Rhsk)lk,
where k is the tag of reaction k in Ch(E), and ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]).k is the sum of the summands
tagged by k in (YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y], of which there can be 1 or 2.
 If k=‹Z.i›, then the reaction k is Z r P with E.Z.i=(r);P. Cont(Z r P) = Z r P, and lk = r[Z]. The
unique summand is AccrE(Z,X).k = #X(P)r. Hence ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]).k = (AccrE(Z,X)[Z]).k
= #X(P)r[Z] = #X(Rhsk)lk.
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If k=‹Z.i,W.j›, WZ, then the reaction k is Z+W s P+Q with E.Z.i=?a(s);P and E.W.j=!a(s);Q.
Cont(Z+W s P+Q) = Z+W s P+Q, and lk = s[Z][W]. The two summands with tag k are AccrE(Z,X).k = #X(P)s[W], and AccrE(W,X).k = #X(Q)s[Z]. Hence ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]).k =
(AccrE(Z,X)[Z]).k + (AccrE(W,X)[W]).k = #X(P)s[W][Z] + #X(Q)s[Z][W] = (#X(P)+#X(Q))
s[Z][W] = #X(Rhsk)lk.
If k=‹Z.i,Z.j›, then the reaction k is Z+Z 2s P+Q with E.Z.i=?a(s);P and E.Z.j=!a(s);Q. Cont(Z+Z 2s
P+Q) = Z+Z s P+Q, and lk = s[Z]2. The unique summand is AccrE(Z,X).k = (#X(P)+#X(Q))s[Z].
Hence ((YE) AccrE(Y,X)[Y]).k = (AccrE(Z,X)[Z]).k = (#X(P)+#X(Q))s[Z][Z] = #X(Rhsk)lk. □

4.5 Continuous-state equivalence: Cont(C)  Pi(C)
We show that the Pi(C) is equivalent to the continuous chemical system Cont(C), by the fact that
Ch(Pi(C)) is essentially identical to C, and by Theorem 4.4–3.
4.5–1 Lemma: Cont(Ch(Pi(C)))  Cont(C)
Let C be a system of chemical reactions, then Cont(Ch(Pi(C)))  Cont(C).
Proof
From Proposition 2.4–4 we have Ch(Pi(C)) = C up to reaction labels. These differences, which are preserved by Cont(-) do not affect the continuous semantics of chemical reactions (Definition 4.1–1).
□
4.5–2 Theorem: Cont(C)  Pi(C)
Let C be a system of chemical reactions, and Pi(C) the corresponding process reagents. Then we
have Pi(C)  Cont(C).
Proof
From Theorem 4.4–3, for any set of reagents E, we have Cont(Ch(E))  E. Hence, for any system of
reactions C resulting in a reagents Pi(C), we have that Cont(Ch(Pi(C)))  Pi(C). Moreover, from Lemma
4.5–1 we have that Cont(Ch(Pi(C)))  Cont(C). Therefore, Cont(C)  Pi(C).
□
Finally, in a very similar way to Proposition 3.5–2, we can use the last two theorems to show that
E and Detangle(E) are equivalent:
4.5–3 Proposition: Detangling processes and automata
(1) If E is a set of reagents, then there is an E’  E that is detangled. (Take E’ = Pi(Ch(E)).)
(2) If E is a set of reagents in automata form, then there is an E’  E that is in automata form and is
detangled. (Take E’ = Detangle(E).)
Proof
(1) Take E’ = Pi(Ch(E)). E’ is detangled by Proposition 2.4–3, and E’  E because E  Cont(Ch(E)) 
Pi(Ch(E)) by Theorems 4.4–3 and 4.5–2.
(2) Let Detangle(E) be the automaton obtained from E by Definition 2.4–5. By Proposition 2.4–6,
Ch(Detangle(E)) and Ch(Pi(Ch(E))) have the same chemical reactions, so that Cont(Ch(Detangle(E))) is
rate equivalent to Cont(Ch(Pi(Ch(E)))). Therefore, Detangle(E)  Cont(Ch(Detangle(E))) (by Theorem
4.4–3)  Cont(Ch(Pi(Ch(E)))) (by above discussion)  Cont(Ch(E)) (by Lemma 4.5–1)  E (by Theorem
4.4–3).
□

5 Examples
The basic examples discussed in the various sections of the paper are summarized in Figure 7, arranged along the pattern of Figure 6, which we use also in the subsequent figures.
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[A] = -k[A]

[A]=[B]= -k[A][B]

[A] = -r[A]

A k 0 k = r
[A]0=1/
A = (r);0
A
r
A 0
A
r
0

A+B

0

Unary Reaction

[A] = -2r[A]2

A+A 2k 0 k = r/2
[A]0=2/
A = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0
A|A
2r
A+A  0

A+B

A+A

r

A

[A] = -4k[A]2

A+B k 0 k = r
[A]0=[B]0=1/
A = ?a(r);0, B = !a(r);0
A|B
r
A+B  0

r

A

[A]=[B]= -r[A][B]

r
0

A|B

2r
0

A+A

Hetero Reaction

2r
0

0

A|A

Homeo Reaction

Figure 7 Summary of the Basic Examples
[A] = -2r[A]2
!a
A
?a

[A] = -4k[A]2

k = r/2 A+A 4k A
[A]0=2/
A = ?a(2r);0  !a(2r);A
A|A
A+A 4r A
A+A

[A] = -4k[A]2

[A] = -2r[A]2

A+A 2k 0 k = r/2
[A]0=2/
A = ?a(r);0  !a(r);0
A|A
A+A 2r 0
A+A

?a

A

!a

(a@r)

(a@2r)
4r
A|A

4r
A

A+A

2r
A

A+A

2r
0

A|A

0

Figure 8 Discrete vs. continuous semantics
[A]• = 0
= - r[A][B]
[C]• = - r[A][C]

[A]• = 0
[B]• = - r[A][B]
[C]• = - r[A][C]

[A]• = 0
[B]• = - r[A][B]
[C]• = - r[A][C]

A = !a(r);A
B = ?a(r);0
C = ?a(r);0

B+A r A
C+A r A

A = !b(r);A  !c(r);A
B = ?b(r);0
C = ?c(r);0

[B]•

!a
(a@r)
B
C

A
?a

B+A r A
C+A r A

?a

!b
(b@r)
B
C

A

!c
(c@r)

?b
?c

Figure 9 Equivalent automata with the same chemistry
We have shown in Section 3 that the discrete semantics of processes coincides with the discrete
semantics of chemical reactions (stochastic chemistry), and similarly in Section 4 that the continuous
semantics of processes coincides with the continuous semantics of chemical reactions (law of mass
action). However, the discrete and continuous semantics differ, at least at ‚low numbers‛. A simple
example is given in Figure 8 by alternative ways of expressing self-interacting processes: they produce
the same ODEs, but produce different graphs (and CTMCs with different final states) from the same
initial population. The same applies to the respective chemical reactions, where the question is whether the reaction A+A s 0 has the same behavior as the reaction A+A 2s A: they have the same ODEs
but one system stops with zero A, while the other stops with one A, when both start with two A.
Another process discretely equivalent to the one on the left in Figure 8 is A = ?a(r);0 ?a(r);0 !a(r);A.
Next, Figure 9 compares two of the examples from the Introduction that generate the same set of
chemical reactions (middle).
Figure 10 compares the other three examples from the Introduction, two of which generate the
same set of chemical reactions, while the third does not, but still produces the same set of ODEs.
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[A]• = -[B]• =
s[B]+r[A][B]-r[A]2

[A]• = -[B]• =
s[B]+r[A][B]-r[A]2

A = !a(r);A  ?a(r);B
B = (s);A  ?a(r);A

B s A
B+A r A+A
A+A r B+A

[A]• = -[B]• =
s[B]+r[A][B]-r[A]2

!a

s

?a @s ?a
B

(a@r)

[A]• = -[B]• =
s[B]+r[A][B]-r[A]2

B s A
B+A r A+A
A+A r/2 B+B

A = !a(r);A  !b(r/2);B
 ?b(r/2);B
B = (s);A  ?a(r);A

A = !a(r);A  ?a(r);B
B = (s);A  ?a(r);A

!a
A

[A]• = -[B]• =
s[B]+r[A][B]-r[A]2

B
A
B+A r A+A
A+A 2r B+A

A

!a

!b

B
A
B+A r A+A
A+A r B+B

?a @s ?b
B

(a@r)

A

s

(b@r)

?a @s ?b !b
B

(a@r)
(b@r/2)

Figure 10 Equivalent automata with different chemistry
As an illustration, we give the detailed computations for the left automaton in Figure 10:
Processes E
A = !a(r);A  ?a(r);B,
B = (s);A  ?a(r);A
Process ODEs [-]E
InsOnE(a) = (YE) In(a, E.Y)[Y] = 1[A] + 1[B]

OutsOnE(a) = (YE) Out(a, E.Y)[Y] = 1[A]

AccrE(A, A) = 0rOutsOnE(a) + 1rInsOnE(a) = r([A]+[B])
AccrE(B, A) = 1s + 1rOutsOnE(a) = s + r[A]
AccrE(A, B) = 0rInsOnE(a) + 1rOutsOnE(a) = r[A]
AccrE(B, B) = 0s + 0rOutsOnE(a) = 0

DeplE(A) = rOutsOnE(a) + rInsOnE(a) = r[A] + r([A]+[B])
DeplE(B) = s + rOutsOnE(a) = s + r[A]

[A] = AccrE(A, A)[A] + AccrE(B, A)[B] - DeplE(A)[A]
= r([A]+[B])[A] + (s + r[A])[B] - (r[A] + r([A]+[B]))[A]
= r[A]2 + r[A][B] + s[B] + r[A][B] - r[A]2 - r[A]2 - r[A][B]
= s[B] + r[A][B] - r[A]2
Discrete chemistry Ch(E)
‹B.1›:
‹B.2, A.1›:
‹A.2, A.1›:

B s A
B+A r A+A
A+A 2r B+A

Chemical ODEs

[B] = AccrE(A, B)[A] + AccrE(B, B)[B] - DeplE(B)[B]
= r[A][A] + 0 - (s + r[A])[B]
= r[A]2 - s[B] - r[A][B]

Continuous chemistry Cont(Ch(E))
‹B.1›:
‹B.2, A.1›:
‹A.2, A.1›:

B s A
B+A r A+A
A+A r B+A

rate law: s[B]
rate law: r[A][B]
rate law: r[A]2

(r = (2r)/2)

[-]Cont(Ch(E))

[A] = s[B] + r[A][B] - r[A]2
[B] = - s[B] - r[A][B] + r[A]2

6 Conclusions
We conclude that the process semantics and the chemical semantics are in perfect correspondence, and
that we can translate back and forth between them without changing the dynamic behavior. Therefore, a process algebra model of a biochemical system is faithful to the chemistry.
Corollaries
Pi(Ch(E))  E.
Cont(Ch(Pi(C)))  Cont(C).

(By Theorems 4.4–3 and 4.5–2)
(By Lemma 4.5–1)

□

However, going around the loop of E  Pi(Ch(E)) is not without effect, as we discuss next.

6.1 Compact representation
The entangled automata from the Introduction can be turned into detangled automata that are equivalent both discretely (Proposition 3.5–2), and continuously (Proposition 4.5–3). However, detangled
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automata are not necessarily desirable, because of their size complexity. To see this, consider reagents
of the following simple form (see Figure 11 for E3):
En = {Xi = ?a(r); X(i+1)modn,
Yi = !a(r); Y(i+1)modn s.t. i0..n-1}

X0

Y0

?a00
?a01
?a02
?a20
?a21
?a22
?a10
?a11
?a12

X0

Y0

!a00
!a01
!a02
!a20
!a21
!a22
!a10
!a11
!a12

?a !a
The automata En have 2n variables (nodes) and 2n terms
2
?a
!a
X
Y1
X1
Y1
1
(arcs). Ch(En) has 2n species and n reactions of the form
?a !a
Xi + Yj  X(i+1)modn + Y(j+1)modn. The automata Detangle(En),
X
Y2
X2
Y2
2
closely corresponding to Pi(Ch(En)), have 2n variables
2
(nodes) and 2n summands (arcs). The stoichiometric maE3
Detangle(E3)
trix has size 2nn2 = 2n3. The ODEs for En have 2n vaFigure 11 Entangled vs. Detangled
riables, and a total of 2n(n+n) = 4n2 terms (number of variables times number of accretions plus depletions, when
sums are distributed), versus 2n terms for En.
A quadratic explosion arises already in the translation from automata to chemical reactions: from
2n transitions to n2 reactions. And, as in this example, it arises with ordinary binary reactions between
different species. Therefore, even the very restricted process algebra considered in this paper can provide equivalent but more compact representations of biochemical systems than chemical or ODE models, at least for those detailed models based on binary reactions. Given such a compact representation,
we can compute its continuous dynamics either through chemistry and the law of mass action, or directly from the process rate equation.

6.2 Related work
Stochastic process algebras have been studied in depth for performance analysis. Many of the standard ones (PEPA [15], TIPP [14], MPA [2], Reactive Modules [1] as used in PRISM [18]) are based on
CSP-style n-way synchronization, which can help in constructing the Markov chain compositionally
over the syntax [6]. We use CCS-style 2-way synchronization, as in other stochastic process algebras
[21][22], which is an approach that originated in [23][24] for modeling biochemistry.
We have avoided giving a structural operational semantics for our stochastic algebra, which is
the focus of much of the early work in the area (see, e.g., [2],[21]; a shade of those ‚auxiliary label‛
techniques remains in our labeled transition graphs). Instead, we give directly the Markov generator
matrix (non-compositionally, by unfolding the reductions, and without lumping), via a graph representation, which is all we need in proofs. In producing the graph representation, we are helped by the
fact that the states of our Chemical Ground Form are not arbitrary terms, as common in process algebras, but just multisets of variables (molecules). Our Markov semantics is aimed mostly at justifying
the translations between chemistry and processes, and for comparison with the continuous semantics;
a deeper connection to the theory of Markov chains is investigated in [7].
We allow the Markov chains to be infinite, because simple stochastic systems with unbounded
number of states are common in chemistry and biology, for example whenever there is a dynamic balance between production and degradation [3]. Current tools based on stochastic -calculus allow the
simulation of unbounded-state systems [20] and, although we have treated here only a small fragment
of -calculus, we have preserved the unbounded splitting of processes that is necessary to represent
chemical reactions of the general form A r B + C. This unbounded-state property is shared also by
CSP-style algebras and their stochastic versions, in their general formulation. Historically, those algebras have been aimed at performance evaluation, and have introduced restrictions that are useful in
that context for the analysis of the underlying finite Markov chain. PEPA [15] is based on the composition of sequential processes (automata) to enable analysis by linear algebra, and therefore supports
parallel composition only at the top level. Early stochastic process algebras like TIPP [14] have similar
restrictions to a finite number of states, again for deliberate practical reasons.
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A direct translation from a stochastic process algebra (PEPA) to ODEs is presented in [8][16]; it is
not based on the law of mass action, but rather on a law of interaction aimed at computer network
analysis. Other connections between stochastic languages and continuous semantics are being developed, some aiming at the full Generalized Mass Action [4]. We have provided a direct continuous semantics of stochastic processes consistent the law of mass action, a translation of processes to chemistry, and a proof of correspondence of the process semantics to the chemical rate equations. The critical link between stochastic and continuous systems is given as in [10][27].
The correspondence between ground processes and chemistry presented here can be generalized
to parametric processes, which are useful for modularizing biochemical models, and therefore for
achieving even more compact representations. That generalization can be carried out by purely syntactic means; the present paper establishes the necessary foundations.
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